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Abstract

Practitioners in a variety of sports seek unique ways to train athletes to better prepare them for competition. In this position paper, we argue that inclusion of psycho-perceptual-motor skills, from the fields of sport psychology and sport expertise, is crucial, but underutilized in the assessment and training of athletes. First, a brief introduction is provided as to why psycho-perceptual-motor skill is vital for training athletes. Second, examples are discussed relating to key concepts. These include the following: assessment of expertise discriminators such as visual anticipation under pressure contexts, incorporation of sports analytics and performance analysis to aid reflection upon previous experiences of good anticipation and coping with pressure, use of qualitative and quantitative measures to understand processes underlying performance and learning, as well as design of representative tasks for assessment and training anticipation under pressure contexts. Third, some recommendations are made to practitioners of sports teams to assist them in taking advantage of psycho-perceptual-motor skill to better prepare athletes for competition. Collectively, we hope this paper stimulates collaboration between practitioners of sports teams and scientists to create a greater focus upon integrated sport psychology and sport expertise in the training of athletes.
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Introduction

Sporting organizations commonly focus their resources for athlete assessment and training programs on physical components of sport performance such as strength, speed, agility, flexibility and motor skill execution (Johnston, Wattie, Schorer, & Baker, 2018). It is far less common for sporting organizations to allocate comparable resources to assess and train the athletes’ psychological and perceptual-cognitive-motor (psycho-perceptual-motor) skills (Steel, Harris, Baxter, King, & Ellam, 2014; Zaichkowsky & Peterson, 2018). However, sports coaches argue that superior psycho-perceptual-motor skills discriminate superior sports performance (Zaichkowsky & Peterson, 2018), and that improvement of these skills can also facilitate superior sports performance (Steel et al., 2014). This implies that both amateur and
professional athletes can benefit from assessment and training to improve psycho-perceptual-motor skills. Therefore, a rich opportunity exists for scientists and practitioners to work together to improve psycho-perceptual-motor skills of athletes across amateur and professional sports.

In this position paper, we argue that psycho-perceptual-motor skills should be further embedded in the assessment and training programs of athletes. To illustrate this point, the paper is structured into three sections. First, a brief background of sport psychology and sport expertise is provided to explain the role of scientists and practitioners from these fields. Second, examples are discussed of where scientists and practitioners can collaborate further to assess and train athletes. This discussion is focused on factors that discriminate performance of expert perceptual-cognitive-motor skill, as well as those that facilitate skill learning and transfer (Morris-Binelli & Müller, 2017; Williams, Ford, Hodges, & Ward, 2018). Finally, we make recommendations of how practitioners can utilize psycho-perceptual-motor skills to assess and train athletes. It is hoped that administrators and practitioners in the sports industry will consider the messages presented in this paper as an opportunity to foster stronger interdisciplinary collaborations between scientists and practitioners.

**A Brief Background of the Science and Application of Sport Psychology and Expertise**

Sport psychology concerns cognitive processes and psychological skills that underpin sports performance (Abernethy et al., 2013). Take for example a field hockey goalkeeper facing off against a drag-flicker in a stadium full of screaming fans with scores tied and one minute remaining in the match. In a scenario such as this, the goalkeeper’s (psychological) skill in coping with pressure will determine whether their expertise will fail them. Sport psychology researchers are interested in understanding the mechanism(s) of cognitive processes, and interactions with situational demands, which affect athletes’ attainment of motor skill goals, such as saving goals (e.g., see Woodman, Barlow, & Gorgulu, 2015). Furthermore, sport psychology practitioners are interested in implementing effective interventions that facilitate attainment of these motor skill goals under high pressure (Rumbold, Fletcher, & Daniels, 2012). Research indicates that dependent on intervention design features, a variety of stress management interventions may enhance sport-specific skills in high-pressure situations (Rumbold et al., 2012).

Sport expertise and motor skill learning is a field of study that falls under the sub-discipline of motor control and learning, which is part of human movement science (Abernethy et al., 2013). Sport expertise researchers are interested in understanding the mechanism(s) that underpin expert perceptual-cognitive-motor skill performance and factors that discriminate expert performance in sport (Williams et al., 2018). In addition, sport expertise researchers are interested in the mechanism(s) that underpin practice structure, instruction and feedback that can facilitate learning and transfer of perceptual-cognitive-motor skill in sport (Williams et al., 2018). In the example of a field hockey goalkeeper who attempts to save a drag flick, the sport expertise researcher would be interested in how the goalkeeper reads the drag flicker’s body language (or kinematics) to anticipate the shot, thus providing them the time necessary to execute a save (e.g., see Baker, Farrow, Elliott, & Alderson, 2009). The skill acquisition practitioner is interested in how to implement interventions in the form of perceptual-cognitive-motor skill practice designed to improve skills such as anticipation in sport-specific settings (Steel et al., 2014).

Based on the above, we believe that sport psychology and sport expertise concepts are intricately integrated in sports skills. In addition, practitioners and scientists in sport psychology and expertise may use a variety of technologies to assist their research and practice. In the next section, we discuss examples of how scientists and practitioners can collaborate, as well as use different technologies, to assess and train athletes’ psycho-perceptual-motor skills.
How Can Scientists and Practitioners Assess and Improve Psycho-Perceptual-Motor Skills?

Discriminators of Sport Expertise
A key skill that has been consistently reported to discriminate expertise in sport is anticipation. Visual anticipation refers to the capability of an athlete to use situational context (e.g., game score and opponent action tendency), opponent movement pattern (kinematic), and object flight information to predict future opponent behavior or game state (Morris-Binelli & Müller, 2017; Williams & Jackson, 2019). For example, this includes a baseball batters use of the pitch count to determine the probability that a pitcher will throw a specific pitch type (e.g., Gray, 2002), combined with the pitcher’s kinematics and ball flight cues (e.g., Müller, Fadde, & Harbaugh, 2017), to anticipate which pitch will be thrown. Anticipation is also important when “reading the play” in open-play sport contexts such as soccer or field hockey in order to determine whether to pass, retain possession of, or shoot the ball at goal (Gorman, Abernethy, & Farrow, 2011; Williams, Ward, Ward, & Smeeton, 2008).

A common method used to measure anticipation is the temporal occlusion paradigm applied to video footage or achieved through player-worn spectacles. In the video method, sports-specific footage of an opponent (e.g., pitcher) or open field play is filmed and then edited to include a black video frame at selected time points in the sequence (e.g., point of ball release). The edited footage is then displayed to the performer (e.g., baseball batter) on a projection screen, laptop, or mobile phone with the performer required to watch until the point of temporal occlusion and anticipate what will occur with a verbal, button press or sports-specific motor response. In the spectacles method, typically, the performer (e.g., batter) wears the spectacles and faces an opponent (e.g., pitcher) who executes a stimulus skill (e.g., pitching a fastball or a change-up) in a field-based setting. The scientist or practitioner can remotely control the spectacles to allow the batter to see the pitcher’s wind-up until the point of ball release, with no further vision of ball flight. The batter is then required to anticipate the pitch using a verbal, part sports-specific response, or response to attempt to strike the ball.

Research using video simulation and field-based tests have indicated that experts are superior to less skilled players at using situational (Abernethy, Gill, Parks, & Packer, 2001; Runswick, Roca, Williams, McRobert, & North, 2018a) and kinematic (Causer, Smeeton, & Williams, 2017; Müller et al., 2009) information to anticipate. When situational information is incongruent with kinematic information, anticipation ability decreases across players of different skill levels, but to a lesser magnitude in expert players (Runswick, Roca, Williams, McRobert, & North, 2018b). In addition, research indicates that near-experts are less able to pick-up kinematic and ball flight information for anticipation in comparison to experts (Müller et al., 2017; Rosalie & Müller, 2013). To our knowledge, however, there is no scientific understanding of individual differences in how emerging experts (e.g., state, provincial or international squad players) and well-established experts (state or international players) use situational and kinematic information for anticipation.

Sport expertise researchers have begun to integrate sport psychology factors to better understand expertise in sport. The effect anxiety has on anticipation and perceptual-cognitive-motor skill has gained popularity. For example, in a field study where cricket batters faced bowlers in simulated games, findings indicated that higher anxiety had a greater detrimental effect upon the outcome of striking a ball (i.e., quality of bat-ball contacts), than visual search patterns (Runswick, Roca, Williams, Bezodis, & North, 2018). Knowing how psychological factors such as anxiety affect anticipation can guide design of tests to assess athletes’ psycho-perceptual-motor skills under different conditions, and to design interventions to train athletes (see representative tasks section below).

Analytics, Performance Analysis and Psycho-Perceptual-Motor Skill
Sports analytics and performance analysis is a rapidly growing field with several professional teams employing a team of analysts to code player
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and opponent performances during competition (Zaichkowsky & Peterson, 2018). This data is used by coaches to prepare tactically to face an opposing team, as well as by individual athletes to prepare their perceptual-cognitive-motor skills for different opponents they may face in competition (Doo & Kim, 2018). Analytics data is a rich resource that can provide an insight into the psycho-perceptual-motor skill of athletes relative to their opposition under the highest of pressure contexts being competition (e.g., see Farrow, Whiteside & Reid, 2016). For example, coded video footage of athlete performance relative to a timeline of contexts during competition can be later used to reflect and prepare for future performance. This approach has been reported to be highly valuable in preparing elite athletes for competition (Fernandez-Echeverria, Mesquita, Conejero, & Moreno, 2019).

Here we provide a working example of the implementation of psycho-perceptual-motor skill analysis applied to cricket. In cricket, the score of the game is indicated by the amount of “runs” made by the batter. Figure 1 presents the progressive strike rate of an international cricket batter plotted against the progressive runs scored by the batter and team score during a Test cricket match. Strike rate is the number of runs a batter has made relative to the number of balls faced. Consequently, the strike rate provides a metric of how fast the batter scored their runs. Accordingly, a strike rate closer to 100 indicates faster scoring, between 50 to 70 indicates moderate scoring, and below 50 indicates slow scoring rates. In a Test cricket match, which can last up to five days, the objective is to bat for extended periods of time and score as many runs for the team as possible; there is less emphasis upon how fast the runs are scored when compared to other formats of cricket.

![Figure 1](https://www.journalofexpertise.org)

**Figure 1.** An international cricket batter’s cumulative runs scored (left y-axis) relative to strike rate (right y-axis) and team score (x-axis) in a Test match innings. 50-1 refers to 50 runs scored by the team with 1 batter out and so forth for the remaining team scores.

The sport psychologist and skill acquisition specialist could use the data displayed in Figure 1 to reflect with a batter on how to construct their innings in order to score 50, 100, or more runs for the team. The following psycho-perceptual-motor skill factors could be discussed. First, the overall strike rate did not increase above 70, indicating a moderate speed of scoring runs. Second, during periods of difficulty of scoring runs, where the team score
has changed from 54 runs with 2 batters out to 100 runs with 5 batters out, the strike rate has slowed to ~40. Here, video footage of this period in the match could be shown to the athlete with reflection upon several examples of correct anticipation in order to not attempt to strike the ball (“no action” known as a “leave” in cricket similar to a “check-swing” in baseball), which is equally important as the capability to anticipate in order to strike the ball to score runs (Müller et al., 2017).

A sport psychologist could reflect on the batter’s strike-rate from a stress process perspective (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). For example, the batter may have appraised the difficult situation in the game as benign, perhaps due to previous experiences in which they successfully managed difficult game situations. Consequently, the batter will be likely to utilize productive coping and emotional regulation strategies. This allows the batter to sustain their individual zone of optimal functioning in terms of anxiety and a range of other emotions (see Hagtvet & Hanin, 2007). Consequently, the batter is able to take, execute, and maintain the tactical game decision to adopt a low-risk game strategy by consciously lowering their strike-rate. Third, there is a period when the batter slightly increases strike rate to ~60, during the period of 118 runs with 5 batters out, until 192 runs with 8 batters out. Fourth, the batter decreases their strike rate to ~50 once again, then increases their strike rate towards 70, coinciding with them passing 100 runs, but also because there were only two batters remaining until the conclusion of the innings. There may be sustained periods of concentration through-out the innings, where the batter continues to take and execute tactical game decisions by adjusting their strike-rate to the situation in the game. This is indicative of a high ability to use coping and emotional regulatory resources to maintain within their individual optimal zones of functioning (Hagtvet & Hanin, 2007; Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). To this, intervention studies have shown that training programmes have been beneficial in providing athletes with the necessary skills to maintain their optimum zones of functioning (Robazza, Pellizzari, & Hanin, 2004), and facilitate athletes’ performance (Cohen, Tenenbaum, & English, 2006). Therefore, a delicate interplay is apparent between accurate anticipation for action or inhibition of action in order to attack to score runs, as well as the batters’ ability to maintain function within their optimum zone.

While using video footage in combination with the performance measures like runs scored to analyze an athlete’s performance is valuable in discrete events in stadium-based sports, its value may be more limited in other circumstances. For example, it is technically difficult to use video to track each individual’s performance during a continuous multi-player event such as a field hockey penalty corner. Wearables sensors are one solution that overcomes the limitations of traditional video-motion analysis such as missing footage from other players passing between the camera and the player of interest. Wearable tri-axial accelerometers have been used to examine the kinematics of elite specialist drag flickers during a penalty corner taken during simulated game play (Rosalie et al., 2018). Wearable sensors can also be used in sports where fixed cameras are incapable of capturing athlete kinematics, such as in motorsport. For example, wireless inertial motion units (IMUs) in combination with wireless electromyography has been used to examine the effect of changes in situation context on head movement for visual orientation during qualifying and when overtaking in open-cockpit Formula car racing (Rosalie & Malone, 2018a, 2018b). While the data from wearables is often only used to manage an athlete’s training load, it clearly has an application in the design of an athlete’s equipment (such as their vehicle), and designing training to improve performance (Rosalie, et al., 2018) or reduce errors (Rosalie & Malone, 2018a, 2018b).

**Quantitative and Qualitative Assessment**

The preceding sections have focused predominantly upon the use of quantitative data with some reflection. Recently, Vernon, Farrow and Reid (2018) used a qualitative approach to understand how professional tennis players use and integrate situational and kinematic
information, to anticipate and return a serve in tennis. This approach allowed them to build a temporal model, which depicts the use of anticipatory information sources during the return of serve. This temporal model complements findings from quantitative work, which has reported the pick-up of contextual and kinematic information for anticipation with an action response in field-based settings (Morris-Binelli & Müller, 2017). Going forward, we believe that researchers could combine the strengths of qualitative and quantitative research methods to provide advanced insight into expertise and the learning process by utilizing a thoughtfully planned complementary mixed-methods approach (Gibson, 2016). Here, the mixed-methods approach can provide insight into how conscious thoughts and plans conflict with, or complement, the temporal pick-up of information to guide action. This can provide useful information of how to assess athletes’ skills, and how to design training programs in terms of practice tasks, instruction and feedback to improve performance.

Representative Tasks to Assess and Train Athletes

A representative task can include perceptual, cognitive, motor and psychological components that reflect to a degree what is present in the competition setting (Araújo & Davids, 2015). Video- and spectacle-based temporal occlusion, as well as modified games or simulated sport-specific contexts, can be used to assess and train athletes because they represent visual information and motor responses from sport competition settings. To achieve this, it’s critical that tests designed to assess or train athletes in, psycho-perceptual-motor skills reflect the competition setting.

In relation to a sport expertise perspective, for example, video simulation footage of a pitcher’s kinematics and ball flight is representative of the visual information the batter views at the plate (Fadde, 2016). Such footage could be manipulated using video temporal occlusion as described earlier for the purposes of training anticipation. First, the performer (batter) is shown an occlusion trial (at the point of ball release in a pitcher’s action) and anticipates pitch type. Second, a feedback trial is shown to the performer. The feedback trial is the same as the previous anticipation trial but is unoccluded to show the pitcher’s action and all of the ball flight. This provides feedback to the prediction made by the performer on the occlusion trial. There is some evidence to indicate that training using video-temporal occlusion transfers to improved sports-specific motor skill performance in field-based settings (Fadde, 2016; Müller, Gurisik, Hecimovich, Harbaugh, & Vallence, 2017; Williams, Ward, Knowles, & Smeeton, 2002). Further work, however, is needed to confirm existing findings and explore new ways of consistently facilitating transfer of training improvements, particularly to competition.

Presenting video temporal occlusion training in conditions that mimic the anxiety that an athlete might experience during competition could facilitate transfer to competition. Recent evidence suggests that video temporal occlusion training administered under high anxiety conditions facilitated superior anticipation for experts both in video and field tests, when compared to training under low anxiety conditions (Alder, Ford, Causer, & Williams, 2016). Training interventions designed to improve psycho-perceptual-motor skill could also be administered using modified simulated games. For example, there is evidence that increasing the complexity and decreasing the familiarity of the situational context effects the orientation of the visual system for pick-up of visual information (Rosalie & Malone, 2018a; 2018b). Therefore, evidence exists to guide design of assessment and training tasks that represent competition settings to improve performance.

Recommendations for Practitioners

Several sports can better embed sport psychology and sport expertise knowledge to assess, and train athletes for higher levels of performance in competition. We propose the following recommendations. First, we recommend discussion of the importance of perceptual-cognitive-motor skills with athlete
support staff within a high performance unit (see Steel et al., 2014 for skill acquisition). Second, we recommend explanation that these skills can be improved across emerging experts and well-established experts (e.g., see Alder et al., 2016; Bell, Hardy, & Beattie, 2013). Third, we propose that sporting organizations invest in a complete high-performance team consisting of a sport psychologist and skill acquisition specialist. Fourth, we support the investment in tools from sport psychology and sport expertise such as video temporal occlusion that have been previously reported to discriminate and improve psycho-perceptual-motor skill performance (Morris-Binelli & Müller, 2017). Until scientific evidence has demonstrated instruments such as virtual reality, Halo, stroboscopic glasses, Neurotracker and optometry-based visual training can discriminate and improve performance, we do not recommend using these techniques (e.g., see Williams & Jackson, 2019, regarding Neurotracker). Fifth, we encourage close collaborations between practitioners and scientists to design studies that investigate the mechanism(s) of performance, learning and transfer (see Morris-Binelli & Müller, 2017 for a model of anticipation and Rosalie & Müller, 2012, for a model of transfer). This will allow the practitioner to assess and train the mechanism(s) for higher levels of athletic performance. Finally, consider that psychological and expertise skills require specificity, progression, and overload over an extended period of time like fitness and strength in order to be improved (Farrow & Robertson, 2017). Accordingly, psycho-perceptual-motor skills can deteriorate if not continuously practiced. This indicates that equal proportions of time should be allocated to the practice of psycho-perceptual-motor skills during weekly training sessions. Some tools such as video temporal occlusion are portable and can be taken with a team during travel to competition.

**Summary**

Our aim in writing this paper was to highlight the immense potential of psycho-perceptual-motor skills to aid athlete assessment and training across a variety of sports. This can be achieved by sport psychology and sport expertise scientists, graduate students, and practitioners working closer together. We believe that such interdisciplinary collaboration will be highly beneficial to athlete training but can also reveal unique knowledge about the mechanisms that underpin expert performance in sports. Our research group (titled Sport Psychology and Sport Expertise) is already conducting studies that draw upon sport psychology and sport expertise knowledge to improve performance in field hockey goalkeeping and cricket batting. The research group continues to engage with practitioners from a variety of sports in our local area and overseas to disseminate new research findings and stimulate thought for future research.
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